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Yet another bloop-happy video game soundtrack - I know, what should I expect, really? - but not one without its charms. It's
pretty well-produced, not too amateur.but not exactly ambitious either. That said, it does have some pretty cool "industrial
metal"-style moments, which are rarely a cause for complaint in my book. Is what it is, really. Can you dance to it? Sure. Can
you read or write to it? Um.up to a point (it's more "fun" than "atmospheric", let's say). Can you actively "listen" to it?
Erm.probably only on some pretty funky drugs. It's fine. It's cheap. It's not particularly long, but it's also not insultingly
expensive. It's certainly worth it if you already have the game. Doubly so on sale. You know what to do. Verdict: 7/10.
UPDATE: Okay, so it's grown on me a little. Not a bad short 'n' sweet / chuck-it-on-in-the-background-for-twenty-minutes
proposition, at all. So let's up that rating, if only slightly. Revised Verdict: 7.5/10. (PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to
check out my two Curator pages: http://store.steampowered.com/curator/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit/
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games/?appid=398210 Cheers!). Yet another bloop-
happy video game soundtrack - I know, what should I expect, really? - but not one without its charms. It's pretty well-produced,
not too amateur.but not exactly ambitious either. That said, it does have some pretty cool "industrial metal"-style moments,
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